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We investigate the melting transition of non-supercoiled circular DNA of different lengths, em-
ploying Brownian dynamics simulation. In the absence of supercoiling, we find that melting of
circular DNA is driven by a large bubble, which agrees with the previous predictions of circular
DNA melting in the presence of supercoiling. By analyzing sector-wise changes in average base-pair
distance, our study reveals that the melting behavior of circular DNA closely resembles that of
linear DNA. Additionally, we find a marked difference in the thermal stability of circular DNA over
linear DNA at very short length scales, an effect that diminishes as the length of circular DNA in-
creases. The stability of smaller circular DNA is linked to the occurrence of transient small bubbles,
characterized by a lower probability of growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DNA serves as the repository of genetic information,
encompassing the instructions essential for the develop-
ment, survival, and reproduction of all living organisms,
ranging from the simplest prokaryotes, such as bacteria
[1, 2] and viruses [3, 4], to the more intricate eukaryotes,
including humans [5]. Prokaryotic DNA takes the form
of a continuous loop without loose ends, characterized
by its circular structure. On the other hand, eukary-
otes typically exhibit linear DNA with distinct ends.
Additionally, recent research findings indicate that ex-
trachromosomal circular DNAs (eccDNAs) are present
independently of linear chromosomal DNA in eukary-
otes as well [6, 7]. The stability of DNA depends on the
a number of physical and chemical parameters, such as
the pH value of the environment [8], salt concentration,
temperature [9] as well as mechanical forces [10, 11].
The thermal denaturation transition, i.e. melting [12]
of DNA, in particular, has been studied for the last 50
years, both in its biological specificity, as well as a sta-
tistical and polymer physics problem, due to the greater
accessibility of heating experiments in vitro and the im-
portance of DNA melting to the polymerase chain reac-
tion [13]. The melting of linear DNA has been under-
stood theoretically, largely as a sharp first-order phase
transition [14]. The linear DNA melting is driven by the
replication fork or the Y-fork, since the base-pairs at the
ends are entropically favoured to open up. However, the
thermal melting of circular DNA is comparatively less
understood, although the importance of circular DNA
in human pathology [15] is becoming increasingly clear.

In the absence of free ends in circular DNA, the melt-
ing behavior is controlled by the presence of bubbles.
The majority of theoretical studies have investigated
circular DNA within the framework of topological con-
straints, where the twisting and bending dynamics of
DNA are inherently interconnected [16–20]. This is be-
cause the Calugareanu-Fuller-White theorem [21] places

a strict constraint on the linking number difference of
any circular DNA system. Any flexibility gained by one
part of the system by opening up a few base-pairs will
have to be compensated by the twist and writhe of other
parts of the molecule [22], where the base-pairs are hard
to open up. These constraints, relaxed in linear DNA,
result in a distinct melting behavior – the transition in
topologically constrained DNA, such as closed circular
viral DNA, is far less abrupt compared to that in linear
DNA [23]. Studies have demonstrated that the com-
petition between melting and local supercoiling induces
phase coexistence of denatured and intact phases at the
single-molecule level, contributing to the broadening of
the transition in circular DNA [18, 24].

The bubble-mediated melting theory shows that the
nature of DNA melting is reliant on the non-extensive
logarithmic contribution to the entropy, which is of the
form S = Ns0− c lnN for a bubble of length N with s0
as the bulk entropy per unit length and c is the reunion
exponent for bubble formation [25–28]. In this scheme,
a circular DNA under overtwist and supercoiling has
been shown to undergo a continuous melting transition
with the emergence of a macroscopic loop at Tc [29, 30].
The bubble length grows monotonically with tempera-
ture T → T−

c until a maximum of half the chain is
denatured, as the topological constraints prevent com-
plete melting of the DNA molecule, unlike the linear
case. Experiments conducted on supercoiled molecules
also indicate that only one denatured bubble occurs per
molecule [17]. Moreover, no stable bubbles could be de-
tected when supercoiling was absent due to their short
lifetime [17, 31, 32], although these measurements were
made away from melting due to experimental aims and
constraints. In the absence of supercoiling, one would
also expect complete denaturation of the molecule, sim-
ilar to the prediction of a diverging bubble size at crit-
icality in the original Poland-Scheraga (PS) model.

It is important to acknowledge the existence of cir-
cular DNA structures without helical intertwining or
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topological linkages between strands, such as the singly-
nicked polyoma form II DNA [4, 23] and relaxed plas-
mid DNA [17], and multiple other studies have both
proposed and found evidence for topologically uncon-
strained closed circular DNA [33–35]. These structures
provide an opportunity to unravel the effects of two
separate kinds of constraints that could be applied to
a closed circular DNA: (a) the helical winding of the
two strands and the consequent torsional stress and su-
percoiling, and (b) the topological constraint of closure
of the two covalent bonded strands individually while
in the bound state. In the absence of a constraint of
the first kind, which may be relaxed either via nick-
ing or topoisomerase, the thermal behaviour and sed-
imentation analysis of circular DNA was at first seen
to be very similar to linear DNA [23, 36]. One would
generally expect that singly-nicked circular DNA will
undergo melting due to the fraying of its ends originat-
ing from the nicked site and results in melting similar
to that observed in linear DNA. However, the specific
impact of dual covalent bond closure alone in relaxed
circular DNA melting, as compared to linear DNA, re-
mains open for investigation.

To address this, we use coarse-grained Brownian dy-
namics simulations to study the melting transition in
non-supercoiled circular and linear DNA. Section II de-
scribes our model and the details of our simulations.
Section III describes the melting mechanism employed
in circular DNA, and the transient involvement of bub-
bles in the melting process. We summarize our findings
in Section IV. Some of the details are provided in the
Supplementary Information in the form of figures.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We utilize a simplified, low-resolution model for
homopolymeric DNA composed of two complemen-
tary strands [37]. The energy function governing the
interactions of N base-pair DNA in this model is
EDNA = Estrand−I + Estrand−II + Estrand−I,strand−II.
Here, Estrand−I and Estrand−II represent the potential
functions characterizing each individual DNA strand,
given by

Estrand−I

Estrand−II

}
=

N−1∑
i=1

K(di,i+1 − d0)
2 + ktopo(d1,N

−d0)
2+ 4

∑
N−nat

(
σi,j

di,j

)12

(1)

The distance between beads di,j is defined as |ri − rj |,
where ri and rj are the position vectors of beads i and
j, respectively with i, j ∈ [1, N ]. We use dimensionless
distances with σi,j = 1 and d0 = 1.12. The energy pa-
rameters in the Hamiltonian are in units of kBT where

kB is the Boltzmann constant (set to 1) and T is the
temperature measured in reduced units. The harmonic
spring with dimensionless spring constant K = 100 con-
necting adjacent beads along the strand, is given by the
first term on the rhs of Eq. 1. The second term in Eq.
1 with spring constant ktopo is responsible for connect-
ing the first and last beads on each strand. The third
term introduces a repulsive potential that prevents the
overlap of non-native pairs of monomers in strand-I and
strand-II [38–40]. The two complementary strands of
DNA interact via the following potential

Estrand−I,strand−II =
∑
N.C.

4ϵp

[(
σi,j

di,j

)12

−
(
σi,j

di,j

)6]

+
∑

N−nat

4

(
σi,j

di,j

)12

. (2)

The base pairing between strand-I and strand-II is con-
sidered using the first term on the rhs of Eq. 2 with
ϵp = 1. The native base-pair contacts (same i of both
the chains [37, 38]) give rise to the ladder like structure
of DNA. The second repulsive term of the potential en-
ergy in Eq. (2) prevents overlapping of non-native pairs
of monomers of strand-I and strand-II [37–40].

The dynamics of this system is governed by the Brow-
nian equations, given by

dri
dt

=
1

ζ
(Fc + Γ) (3)

Here, Fc = −∇EDNA is the conservative force
and EDNA is the sum of Estrand−I, Estrand−II and
Estrand−I,strand−II. ζ is the friction coefficient, here set
to 50, and Γ is the random force, a white noise with zero
mean and correlation ⟨Γi(t)Γj(t

′)⟩ = 2ζkBTδi,jδ(t− t′).
These equations of motion are integrated via the Euler
method with time step δt = 0.0015 for 108 iterations
at every temperature. To investigate how topology af-
fects the DNA melting process, chains were subjected
to topological constraints by setting ktopo = K = 100,
effectively creating circular DNA. The melting of linear
DNA, which lacks topological constraints (ktopo = 0)
has been studied extensively [41–47] and provides a
platform for investigating the influence of topology on
the melting of DNA.

In the absence of a free end, circular DNA can un-
dergo melting through the formation of bubbles. To
obtain a microscopic view of the bubbles involved in
the melting of circular DNA devoid of supercoiling, we
partitioned the entire chain into three equal sections
and monitored sector-wise change in average base-pair
distance, denoted as r1, r2 and r3, relative to the ini-
tial bound state. The sector wise measurements enable
the detailed characterization of large or small bubbles
within the system. If one or two segments play a sub-
stantial role, with r1 or r2 assuming a significant mag-
nitude, while r3 takes on a comparatively smaller value,
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Figure 1. Proposed schematic diagrams for melting in non-
supercoiled circular DNA: (a) Type-I, involving a single
large loop, and (b) Type-II, incorporating multiple small
loops. Here, thick lines denote covalent intra-chain bonds,
while thin lines denote inter-chain native base-pairing hy-
drogen bonds.

an anticipated structure involves a large bubble, resem-
bling the configuration in Fig. 1a. Conversely, if each
segment contributes roughly equally i.e. r1 ≈ r2 ≈ r3,
the resulting structure is multiple small bubbles dis-
tributed uniformly along the chain in Fig 1b. Hence,
the melting of circular DNA can be characterized by
two types of possible pathways : (i) Type-I, marked
by the emergence of a large bubble, and (ii) Type-II,
where small bubbles uniformly form across the entire
chain. As temperature increases, these bubbles grow,
which eventually leads to the melting of the whole circu-
lar DNA. It would be interesting to investigate whether
the melting of circular DNA (without supercoiling) fol-
lows the Type-I pathway (distinguished by a large bub-
ble) as proposed in earlier studies for supercoiled DNA
[17, 18, 30] or if it employs the Type-II pathway, espe-
cially in the presence of small bubbles.

III. RESULTS

A. Melting and Sectorwise Basepair Opening

In the context of DNA melting, the fraction of fully
bound base pairs Nb serve as an order parameter. In
the fully bound state, where all base pairs remain in-
tact, Nb takes on a value ≈ 1. As the temperature in-
creases, the fraction of fully bound base pairs decreases,
indicating a transition toward a more disordered (un-
bound) state. A base-pair is classified as bound when
its native base-pair-distance is below the standard cut-
off distance of 1.5. A completely unbound state is char-
acterized by Nb = 0. The widely used definition for
melting point Tm is a temperature at which half of the
base-pairs of the DNA chain are open. The peak posi-
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Figure 2. Histogram illustrating the melting behaviour
of circular DNA categorized through Type-I and Type-II
scheme. Each circular DNA molecule is divided into three
equal sectors, and the average contribution of each sector
to the total change in base-pair distance is calculated in
the transition region. For a Type-I transition, a single sec-
tor alone contribute more than 40% of the total (signify-
ing a big bubble), while for Type-II transition, each sector
is expected to contribute more than 30% (signifying many
distributed small bubbles). The melting of non-supercoiled
circular DNA is predominantly occurs through Type-I tran-
sition.

tion in the specific heat vs temperature curve also gives
the melting temperature (Tm). Here, we examined the
melting of DNA chains of different lengths (18bp, 36bp,
72bp, and 144bp), both in the presence and absence of
the constraint ktopo. We observe that the fraction of
fully bound base pairs goes from ≈1 to 0 (see Figure
S1 in Supplementary Information). We note that the
melting temperature (Tm) of circular DNA is notice-
ably higher than that of linear DNA when considering a
length of 18bp and 36bp. Nevertheless, as the chain size
increases (72bp, 144bp), this distinction in Tm for cir-
cular and linear DNA appears to diminish (see Figures
S1 and S2 in Supplementary Information). Although
both ends of DNA strands are covalently linked in our
model, our findings are nevertheless in accordance with
experimental observations that circular polyoma form II
viral DNA (singly nicked) shares the same melting tem-
perature as linear T7 DNA [23], since both systems are
torsionally relaxed and therefore devoid of supercoiling.

In order to probe the melting mechanism, we char-
acterize the Type-I and Type-II transitions quantita-
tively. The Type-I transitions require that, at least
one sector should contribute, on average, approximately
> 40% of the total change in average base-pair-distance
R(= r1 + r2 + r3), while the combined contribution of
the other two sectors should be approximately ≤ 60% of
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Figure 3. Comparison of opening mechanism between circular and linear DNA. (a, d) Illustrates the time evolution of the
number of bound base-pairs. (b, e) Depicts the sector-wise change in base-pair distance. (c, f) Snapshots of the opening
process at different time steps shown by arrow.

the R in the transition region. The transition region is
defined as the region where the number of intact base-
pairs decreases from 80% to 0%. In a Type-II transition,
each sector must contribute over ∼ 30% of the R for the
chain in the transition region. We conduct 100 indepen-
dent simulations each, for both circular and linear DNA
of different lengths, and classify each trajectory using
the same criteria for all lengths. The results are shown
in Fig. 2. Our findings suggest that the melting be-
haviour of circular DNA (18bp, 36bp, 72bp and 144bp)
is predominantly characterized by Type-I transitions,
marked by the formation of a substantially large bub-
ble. We also investigated the melting behavior of linear
DNA by employing sector-wise change in average base-
pair distance measures. We observe that the melting
process of linear DNA is also governed by Type-I tran-
sitions (see Figure S3 in Supplementary Information).

To explore the microscopic picture in Type-I pathway,
we examine representative trajectories for circular and
linear DNA (144bp), depicted in Fig. 3. The three sec-
tors of circular/linear DNA are represented using three

distinct colors: grey, orange, and green. At the onset
of the transition, most base-pairs remain intact, with
the total number of bound base pair fraction close to
1 (Fig 3a). As expected, the corresponding sectorwise
changes in average base-pair-distance r1, r2, and r3 are
approximately 0 (Fig 3b). The resulting structure cor-
responds to bound circular DNA. As time progresses,
the fraction of intact base pairs starts decreasing (Fig
3a). The r2 begins to exhibit an increase in magnitude,
followed by a rise in r3, while r1 remains near zero (Fig
3b). A bubble emerges in the orange sector and grows
substantially (snapshot I in (Fig 3c), characterized by
a large r2, while a smaller bubble forms in the green
sector, exhibiting a slightly reduced r3 with unchanged
r1 ≈ 0 i.e. intact grey sector. As time progresses, the
bubble in green sector also grows along with bubble in
orange sector(snapshot II in (Fig 3c). At later times,
the number of bound base pairs approaches zero, r2 and
r3 approach their maximum values, finally followed by
an increase in r1 as well (Fig 3a-b). This continues until
the whole DNA gets separated (snapshot III in Fig 3c).
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Figure 4. Time-averaged and ensemble-averaged (over all
independent simulations) correlation map for the sectorwise
change in average base-pair distance r1, r2, r3 for circular
(left) and linear (right) DNA of length 144bp. A large bub-
ble can emerge anywhere along the circular DNA, resulting
in a more uniform correlation map. In linear DNA, the lack
of correlation between the two ends indicates that melting
primarily occurs due to the gradual opening of a single Y-
fork from either end.

In linear DNA, at the onset of the transition region,
all base-pairs remain intact (Fig 3d), and the breakage
of base pairs initiates from the free ends 3e, 3f), due
to high end-entropy. As time progresses, a large Y-fork
originates in the grey and orange sectors (see snapshot-I
Fig 3f) with some broken base-pairs in the green sector
as well, representing a smaller Y-fork at the opposite
end of the linear DNA. The change in average base-pair
distance and fraction of bound base-pairs plots (Fig. 3d,
e) also indicate the closure of one Y-fork at later times
and large Y-fork at other end (snapshot-II in Fig. 3f),
as evidenced by smaller values of r2 and r1. Therefore,
the melting process of linear DNA occurs through the
Y-forks, as previously investigated [12, 14, 47].

We also sought correlations between r1, r2 and r3 to
elucidate the statistical behavior of DNA melting for
both circular and linear DNA. The correlation between
different sectors shows uniformity (Fig. 4a) for circular
DNA. The melting process in circular DNA is character-
ized by the emergence of large bubbles in two adjoining
segments. Since these large bubbles can emerge between
any two segments, the time- and ensemble-averaged cor-
relation map will be uniform overall. In the case of lin-
ear DNA, the correlation map indicates that the two
ends are less correlated compared to the adjacent sec-
tors (see Fig. 4b). A Y-fork structure can form at
either end of DNA due to its symmetry, and the for-
mation is equally likely from any side, but not usually
simultaneously in both (see Figure S4 of Supplementary
Information). Therefore, melting of linear DNA usually
takes place by utilizing single large Y-fork.
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Figure 5. Shrinkage, sustenance (growth/maintenance) and
occurrence probabilities for bubbles of different lengths in
144bp circular DNA, averaged over all simulations. At each
time-step, if a bubble of length l is observed, it is tracked in
the subsequent time-step, and its length is recorded, which
over time gives a behavior probability profile for bubbles of
different lengths. A crossover at 50% between shrinkage and
sustenance probabilities is noted for bubbles of length 10bp,
indicating the stable bubble nucleation threshold for this
system. Please see Fig. S5 in Supplementary Information.

B. Stable Bubbles and Typical Behaviour

The fixed linking number constraint inherent in su-
percoiled circular DNA may lead to the dismissal of
the possibility of Type-II melting therein. Our current
investigation into circular DNA devoid of supercoiling
also does not reveal the presence of Type-II melting.
This prompts an inquiry into why Type-II melting, typ-
ically associated with multiple small bubbles, is absent
in circular DNA devoid of supercoiling.

To address this, we extend an algorithm by Hille-
brand et. al. [48] and examine the probability of oc-
currence of bubbles of different sizes in circular DNA of
various lengths (18bp, 36bp, 72bp, 144bp). Our findings
indicate that smaller bubbles exhibit a higher occur-
rence probability compared to larger bubbles as shown
in by solid black line in Fig. 5. However, it’s important
to note that static measurements of bubble size pro-
vide no insight into the dynamics of bubbles, such as
whether they will grow or shrink over time. For that,
we track the dynamical behaviour of bubbles over time.
If a bubble of a given size exists at time t, we examine
what this bubble does at the next recorded time-step
t + δt (for us, δt = 103 timesteps) – does it grow, does
it shrink or does it stay the same length?

To do this, we set up three counters G(l),M(l), S(l)
for any bubble of length l (i.e. l consecutive broken
bonds) – these three counters denote the number of
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growing, maintaining or shrinking events for any such
bubble. We track every instance of a bubble of length
l(t) appearing at time t, and the subsequent behaviour
of this bubble at time t + δt. We consider a bub-
ble at time t to be the same bubble at t + δt if they
share any bases. If the length of the bubble decreases,
l(t) > l(t+δt), we increment S(l) by 1. If the length re-
mains the same, we increment M(l) by 1. If the length
increases, l(t) < l(t+ δt), we increment G(l) by 1. Over
an entire simulation, a bubble of size l appears nl times,
and ntot =

∑
l nl gives the total number of occurrences

of bubbles of any length throughout the chain. The
ratio of nl to ntot gives us the probability, or relative
likelihood, of the occurrence of a bubble of length l in
the simulation, while the ratio of the number of growing
(G(l)), maintaining (M(l)) or shrinking events (S(l)) to
the total number of occurrences of this bubble (nl) gives
us a statistical picture of its typical behaviour, which is
then further averaged over all our simulations.

Our analysis shows that larger bubbles are less likely
to occur compared to smaller ones (solid black line in
Fig 5), but once they do, they tend to persist or ex-
pand, while smaller bubbles are more likely to shrink
(blue and red lines in Fig 5). By comparing the proba-
bilities of bubble sustenance and shrinkage, we can find
the stable bubble nucleation threshold lengths, with
crossover around 50% for certain bubble lengths, (see
Figure 5). Beyond this length, bubbles are more likely
to be stable and long-lived, and therefore contribute to
the melting of the whole molecule. We find the thresh-
old size for bubble growth to be ≈ 10bp. This is com-
parable to earlier studies [43, 44, 46, 49], that found
nucleation thresholds to be around ∼ 12–20bp for bub-
bles trapped between bound double-stranded sections in
linear DNA (comparable to bubbles forming in closed
circular DNA).

The statistical behaviour for various bubble sizes in-
dicates that although multiple small bubbles (approxi-
mately l < 10) may emerge at different times through-
out the entire chain with a higher likelihood (as would
be required for a Type-II transition), the simultane-
ous presence of a uniform distribution of large bub-
bles (l > 10) along the chain is very unlikely, assum-
ing that the behavior of well-separated bubbles can be
considered as independent events. Thus, while Type-II
melting may be anticipated for smaller-size bubbles, it
is not supported by observations, as these bubbles are
more likely to shrink. Ultimately, the melting of cir-
cular DNA is driven by a large bubble (Type-I), given
that the homogeneous distribution of large bubbles all
along the chain (Type-II) is less probable.

These results also clarify the effect of system size on
the bubble dynamics in circular DNA. In smaller circu-
lar DNA molecules (18bp and 36bp), the threshold size
for bubble formation is approximately 10bp, constitut-
ing around 40− 50% of the total chain length. Bubbles

smaller than this threshold size may form, but are likely
to quickly shrink. Thus, increasing the temperature un-
til a relatively larger bulge forms is necessary to initiate
melting, explaining the requirement for a higher melt-
ing temperature (Tm) for 18bp and 36bp circular DNA,
compared to linear DNA of the same size. However,
for the larger systems we studied (72bp, 144bp), a bub-
ble of size 10bp, i.e. ∼ 7 − 10% of the total length, is
stable, can grow, and will lead to melting of the whole
chain, similar to linear DNA, where Y-fork openings at
the ends have a low nucleation threshold and initiate
melting[43, 44](see Figure S6 in Supplementary Infor-
mation for more details). As we increase the system
size, the effect of the topological constraint is progres-
sively washed out, and circular DNA starts to behave
more like linear DNA.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the thermal melting of
non-supercoiled circular and linear DNA of four differ-
ent lengths using Brownian dynamics simulations across
a range of temperatures. Our study revealed that co-
valently closed circular DNA exhibits a higher melting
temperature than linear DNA, particularly at smaller
length scales. In circular DNA, we identified a critical
minimum length threshold for bubbles, which is cru-
cial for their growth or maintenance. Bubbles shorter
than this specific threshold tend to shrink rather than
maintain stability or expand. This result has signifi-
cant implications as shorter DNA chains can only ac-
commodate small bubbles, rendering the latter suscep-
tible to shrinkage. As a result, higher temperatures are
required to facilitate the formation of larger bubbles
within smaller DNA chains, ultimately leading to the
chain’s melting. Unlike circular DNA, there is no such
restriction on threshold length scale in linear DNA. Our
findings also confirmed that the melting of linear DNA
occurs through Y-forks originating from either end.
However, there is a weak correlation between the Y-
forks at opposite ends of linear DNA, meaning that only
one side predominates at any one time. We also ruled
out the possibility of melting of non-supercoiled circular
DNA via the proliferation of bubbles distributed along
the chain. We reaffirmed that the melting of circular
DNA predominantly occurs through the formation of
one large bubble due to the significantly lower proba-
bility of occurrence of multiple threshold-sized bubbles
along the chain compared to smaller bubbles.
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Figure S1. Fraction of intact (fully closed) basepair fraction vs temperature across all lengths. The individual points
represent 100 different independent trajectories, while the solid line connects, as a guide to the eye, the averages of those
100 data-points at every temperature. While there is a clear distinction between the two for shorter lengths, the melting
profiles approach each other with increasing size – this suggests that the effect of the topological constraint is mediated by
scale. These graphs are echoed by the melting profile seen in terms of conformational energy vs temperature, seen in Figure
S2.
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Figure S2. Conformational energy vs temperature across DNA lengths. As in Figure S1, the individual points represent 100
different independent trajectories, while the solid line connects, as a guide to the eye, the averages of those 100 data-points
at every temperature. We see the same behaviour of a distinction between circular and linear DNA becoming less prominent
with increasing system size.
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Figure S3. Histogram illustrating the melting behaviour of linear DNA categorized through type-I and type-II scheme.
We divide each DNA into three equal sectors and average the contribution of each sector to the total change in base-pair
distance in the transition region. For a type-I scheme, we might expect at least one sector alone to contribute more than
40% of the total (signifying a big bubble), while for type-II, we might expect each sector to contribute more than 30% each
(signifying many distributed small bubbles). As we can see, Type-I transitions predominantly account for melting in linear
DNA, mediated by large openings (Y-forks) at the two ends.
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Figure S4. Time-averaged and ensemble-averaged (over all independent simulations) correlation map for the sectorwise
change in average base-pair distance r1, r2, r3 for circular (top row) and linear (bottom row) DNA of different lengths.
Since bubbles can emerge at any point in the circular DNA molecule, the correlation maps on the top are much more
homogenous. Whereas for linear DNA, the two ends are relatively uncorrelated and the correlation decays along every row
and column starting from the principal diagonal. This indicates that melting in this system is driven primarily by a single
Y-fork opening up from either end, rather than by two Y-forks meeting in the middle.
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Figure S5. Shrinkage, sustenance (growth/maintenance) and occurrence probabilities for bubbles of different lengths in
circular (top row) and linear (bottom row) DNA of all lengths, averaged over all simulations. At any time-step, if we see a
bubble of length l, we track it at the next time-step and record its length, which over time gives us a behaviour probability
profile for bubbles of different lengths. A crossover happens at 50% between the shrinking and sustaining probabilities at a
certain bubble length – this is the stable bubble nucleation threshold. Beyond this length, bubbles are more likely to grow
and contribute to chain melting. For circular DNA, this threshold length varies around 8-10bp, while for linear DNA, it
varies around 2-5bp, for different DNA sizes.
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Figure S6. Stable opening nucleation thresholds for circular and linear DNA of different sizes, plotted in absolute terms
(left), and as a percentage of the total DNA length (right). By checking the crossover between sustenance and shrinkage
probabilities from FIG. S5, we determined, for each system, the minimum bubble/opening size that is more likely to grow
or maintain its size rather than shrink. A smaller length threshold for stable openings indicates that the system is easier to
melt, and smaller thermal excitations can stabilise to become self-sustaining. When this minimum opening size is plotted
as a fraction of the total length, we find that there is a noticeable difference between the stability of these bubbles/openings
between circular and linear DNA for smaller molecules, and this difference reduces with increasing system size, explaining
the difference in melting profiles of circular and linear DNA for smaller molecules.
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